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January 14,1993 Docket No. STN 52 001

Chet Poslusny, Senior Project Manager
Standardization Project Directorate
Associate Directorate for Advanced Reactors

and License Renewal
Office of the Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Subject: Submittal Supporting Accelerated ABWR Review Schedule

Dear Chet:

Attached is a resubmittal of the responses r, the four NRC questions (NRC Fax to GE,
Clarification Needed Regarding the ABWR Input to RAP", '12/22/92) on the most
recent draft of PRA input to RAP, Appendix 19K (Fax from C. Larson to G. Kelly,
" Draft SSAR Appendix 19K",12/4/92).

'

This was originally subn'itted via facsimile machine on January 8,1993, however, a
transmittal memo was not included.

Sincerely,

. Ne/-
' J k Fox

Advanced Reactor Programs
,

i

cc: Jack Duncan (GE)
Norman Fletcher (DOE)
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I- -CLAklFICAT10N5 NEEDED REGARDING THE ABWR PRA IkPUT TO RAP
December 22, 1992

page 19K-10, Section 19K.5 -11 sass explain why the hydraulic control*'

untts were deleted from the list of important SSCs.
,.
,

^

pages 19K-11 and -12, Section 19K.8 - Previous staff coments inquired*
ias to why ac/dc power were not listed as'important $$Cs in. the shutdown

analysis. GE indicated in writing that it was going to add ac/dc power.|

However, they do not appear on-the list of important 55Cs in Section
*

19K.8. - Please explain why.

page 19K.21, Section 19K.11.7 - GE has proposed to inspect a limited*

number of systems (based on its PRA-based seismic margins analysis)donce
every 10 years by repeating the seismic walkdown which was conducte
after construction in the gentral ' area of the equipment. The staff
finds the concept to be an excellent idea, but would propose the-
following modifications: perform the EPRI NP.-6041 examination for-
seismic vulnerabilities again, but do not repeat the calculational
portion of.-the walkdown. This will assure that.the seismically
important systems are all examined and will help to assure that the
assumptions that were made in the ABWR PRA-based seismic margins
analysis (e.g., supports) continue to hold for the as-built plant 10
years later.

page 19K-23, Section 19K.11.12 - The staff and GE have discussed the-*

importance of performing a good annual test of the smoke removal system.
The staff had pointed out the concern that the test reflect 'he.

potential for more than one door being open between divis1W .iue to
fire fighting or other needs. It is important for the fire tighters to
know if-having more than one door open will nullify the. smoke control
system negative pressure capacity. In Section 19K.ll.12 GE has-
istirectly addressed this concern by stating that the test should be
performed withoutorestricting personnel movement. It is not clear to ,

the ' staff if this admonishment -will provide a.deterwination of the
capability of the smoke' control system to work effectively with more;

than one door open between divisions. The staff suggests that more'

direct wording of this concern would be useful. Please address this
issue.
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ANSWERS TO NRC QUESTIONS ON ABWR PRA INPUT TO RAP 12/22/92

1. page 19K-10, Section 19K.5 -- Please explain why the hydraulic control.
units were deleted from the list of important SSCs,

The. seismic analysis was revised to consider the "high confidence, low
probability of failure (HCLPF) capacities". Components having HCLPF
capacities greater than 0.60 are excluded from the list of SSCs, Since
the HCUs have HCLPF of 0.63, they are above the cutoff and are not
included as important SSCs for the seismic analysis.

.

2, pages 19K 11 and -12, Section 19K.8 -- Why are ac/dc power not listed as
important SSCs in the shutdown analysis? , , . ,

The support systems of ac power and de power will be added as important
SSCs to the list of systems -for shutdown analysis. These were omitted
in error from the latest version of 19K,8. These power systems'will be
added to 19K.8, Based on a decay heat removal reliability study, the
maintenance policy in Insert A to Section 19K.ll,14 is considered
acceptable, (Other maintenance policies for ac and de power systems can
also be developed as described in Attachment 19Q,) See Insert A;

3. page 19K-221, Section ?oK.11.7 -- Seismic walkdowns of specified systems
- are recommended. tarform the EPRI NP-6041 examination for. ,

seismic vulnerabilities again, but do not repeat the calculational
portion of the walkdown." . .

The EPRI NP-6041 examination for seismic vulnerabilities, without a

repeat of the calculational portion of the walkdown, would provide an
acceptable walkdown of the identified SSCs, This will be added to
Section 19K,11.7. See Insert B,

4 page 19K-23, Sectior 19K.11.12 - Smoke removal test details need to be
added for the owner / operator . . .

Hore details on the smoke removal system testing will be added. See

-Insert C.
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' INSERT A (Section 19K.ll.14)-
,

During plant shutdown the normal cooling for the reactor will be by one
division of the RHR system, which is powered by its divisional ac power with
instrumentation power from the divisional de power. A second RHR division of
safety system with its supporting ac and de power will be in standby, ready to
operate at any time. (Electrical equipment from other systems is expected be
operating on the power systems that are in standby for the RHR function.) The
third division of safety system is completely available for maintenance.

Testing and maintenance activities will be possible on ac and de power
. systems in the third division which is in maintenance. Inspections related to

reliability of offsite ac power systems are discussed in Section 19K.ll.1, as
are periodic checks on station batteries. Testing of emergency diesel
generators and the combustion turbine generator are covered in Sections
19K.ll.10 and 19K.11.ll, respectively. Since the two operating power systems
are continuously monitored, it is not necessary to identify additional special
tests or maintenance as part of the RAP for the ac and de power systems.

INSERT B (Section 19K.ll.7)

(The examination for seismic vulnerabilities described in EPRI NP-6041, not
including a repeat of the calculational portion of the walkdown, is one
acceptable method of accomplishing the desired inspection. This examination
will include such issues as component functionality or integrity, component
anchorage, and secondary component interaction.)

INSERT C (Section 19K.ll.12)

Smoke removal system testing will be performed on each smoke removal
zone in the reactor building, the control building, the service building and
the radwaste building. Smoke removal system testing will be patterned after
damper alignment intended for smoke removal operation of the system. This
consists of reducing normal exhaust from adjoining zones, to increase their
pressure, and bypassing exhaust filters or small exhaust fans in the zone being
tested to increase its exhaust flow rate. This will establish a pressure
differential between zones to reduce the possibility that smoke will get into
zones not directly affected by a fire.

Personnel entry to an area experiencing a fire is gained from an
adj acent fire area which, by design, is at a positive pressure with respect to
the area containing the fire. The pressure differential is sufficient to
provide adequate velocity through the open door to push the combustion products
back into the zone of the fire. The flow through the open door into the area
of the fire and out of the area througn the fire's exhaust duct system is
enhanced by the positive pressure of the non-fire areas. The HVAC systems with
recirculated air are manually switched over to a once through system during a
fire or test, so there is no direct mixing of smoke from one room to another.

The differential pressure between zones will be .,reater if all doors are
closed, but each zone is relatively large, so one or two open doors between
zones will not have a significant '.mpact on the tests or on smoke removal
system operation during a fire. Personnel should be advised that it is
permissible to open doors during a test (or during a fire), but that doors
should normally be closed at those times. This will allow personnel access to
all related areas, and will not unduly restrict fire fighting personnel in
event of a fire.
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